Product information TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
WHITE GREASE
400 ml, 9.7 Oz, 275 g.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

APPARENCE

Multi-purpose grease with lubricating and antioxidant properties, suitable
for all workshop jobs when a thorough and permanent lubrication is required.
When applied in liquid, aerosol form, it effectively penetrates the insides
of mechanical parts, lubricating them thoroughly and ensuring their
perfect lubrication. Reduces wear thanks to the P.T.F.E. (Teflon) and increases
longevity of all treated parts as well as the efficiency and performance
of transmission systems.
It is very adherente, even on vertical surfaces due to its consistency which gives
it its high concentration.

LID
Protects the valve
and the nozzle.

DONUT
Indicates
the paint color

-

200 mm.

FEATURES
Provides protection against corrosion.
Easy to apply.
Very good lubricity.
Perfect adhesion.

APPLICATIONS
-

Significantly reduces wear on bearings, chains, guide rails, cables, rims, etc...
On hinges, locks, and mechanisms in general.
Motors, machinery, automotive, industrial, cycling, etc…
On guide rails and lift systems, etc…
65 mm.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
- Never apply to equipment that is plugged in and use in well ventilated areas.

Nombre del color
Color name

COD. BARRAS/BAR CODE

Route number
Expiration Date

- Request safety datasheets.

CAP SYSTEM

Serial number

- Move the mechanism gently while the solvent evaporates to aid the penetration
process. The solvent evaporates quickly as the grease penetrates into
the mechanism on which it has been applied.

LABEL

REF. N#

- Shake well before using. Apply in short sprays at a distance of 20 to 30 cm
and spray the areas that need the most penetration from a closer distance.

Dropper Cap
Fino - Thin

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Base:
Color:
Additives:
Use temperature:
*Date last review: 12/03/2013

CAUTION

Calcium Grease
Transparent white
Antioxidants, P.T.F.E
-10 a 100ªC

EX0141067

White Grease

PACKAGING
Nominal capacity 400 ml.
Heat resistanve of packaging: <50ºC
Propellant: GLP C3-C4.
Box (6 units)
205 X 140 X 200 mm.

Montana Colors,S.L. P.I. Clot del Tufau - 08295 Sant Vicenç de Castellet BARCELONA
T.: +34 938 332 787 - montana@montanacolors.com - www.montanacolors.com

Company certified according to quality standard
ISO 9001:2000
ISO 14001:2004

Made in Europe.
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